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General
Scare is a little program to haunt your Windows for Halloween.

System Requirements
1. Windows 3.X
2. VBRUN300.DLL - this is a Visual Basic program
3. MultiMedia wave playing capability - not required, but does enhance the program

SetUp
1. Make sure you have a copy of VBRUN300.DLL in your Windows\System directory. I have not 
supplied a copy of this file due to its size. You can obtain a copy from most Bulletin Boards.
2. Copy the following files to the directory of your choice (i.e. c:\scare).

SCARE.EXE
Supplied *.BMP files (see below)
Supplied *.WAV files (see below)

3. Install SCARE.EXE in the Program Manager Group of your choice. Refer to your Windows 
manual for details. Place it in your StartUp Group if you want it started each time you start 
Windows.
4. Double Click the program icon to start the program.

Program Operation
When the program starts you will see Franky appear in the upper left corner of your screen and a 
creepy sound if you have MMWave playing capability. He will then disappear after a few seconds.
Every 1/2 to 3 minutes another Halloween Visitor will appear with a scary sound. Note that when 
they appear, they will not grab the focus from what ever you are working on and will disappear 
automatically after several seconds. To end the program simply double-click on the monster's 
picture when he appears. An about box will appear and clicking Ok will end the program.

You may add your own pictures (standard 96 X 96 BMP) and sounds (standard Windows WAV) to
the program by placing them in the SCARE.EXE directory. Have Fun!

Warranties
The author (me) assumes no liability for any loss you may associate with the use of this program. 
I have tested this program on my computer and have experienced no problems, however, I do not
know what your system is like. If you have a particular problem or question you can contact me 
on Compuserve (see info below). I will be glad to try to help.

ShareWare
This Program is NOT FREE. If you use it please send $1.00 to:

Mike Murphy
1385 Majolica Road
Salisbury, NC 28147

I appreciate your evaluation, however, I appreciate being paid for my work if you use of the 
program. Honesty is the best policy (believe it or not).

Distribution
If you upload this program to other BBS's or give it away, please make sure that you include the 
following files:



SCARE.EXE
AHAH.WAV
BOO.WAV
HEHE.WAV
HOWL.WAV
LAUGH1.WAV
MOAN.WAV
SCREEM.WAV
THUNDER.WAV
WIND.WAV
WOO.WAV
BAT1.BMP
BDEVIL2.BMP
BDRAGON.BMP
BEYEDINO.BMP
BFRANK.BMP
BGOSTB.BMP
BHILDA.BMP
BMUMMY2.BMP
BPUMPKIN.BMP
BSKULL.BMP
BSPIDER.BMP
BVAMPIRE.BMP
BCAT.BMP
EYE.BMP
WOLF.BMP
SCARE.WRI

Thanks,
Michael J.Murphy
1385 Majolica Road
Salisbury, NC 28147
Compuserve ID - 71160,1275


